
Minutes from KMIP face-to-face 13-Sep-2012 (Day2) 

 

Meeting called to order 8:30 am EDT by Bob Griffin. 

 

Roll call was taken and quorum achieved. 

Agenda 

Agenda for meeting was reviewed. No changes from agenda approved on Day 1. 

Tim moves that we approve agenda: Mike seconds. 

Hearing no objections/abstentions, agenda is approved. 

 

Use Case Review (concluded) 

 

PGP use cases – Mike Allen 

 

Mike discusses the PGP use cases.   

Mike: Universe of stuff in PGP keys include the structural relationships, as well content like 

photos in the keys themselves. 

Issues: 

- Key structures 

- Multiple user IDs 

- Arbitrary signature sets 

- Additional decryption key (piece of metadata identifies second key with which to encrypt) 

Saikat: are the keys typically RSA or other? 

MikeA: agnostic as to the algorithm: definitely support RSA, which is predominant: depends on 

the organization and what kinds of requirements they have.  All PGP keys are asymmetric.   

Gordon: collection of objects, could be represented in KMIP: some attributes are missing that 

would be useful for interoperability: some concepts like the second decryption key that are specific 

to PGP (though perhaps also used in the cloud use case for tenant specific. But would like to 

support  areas like this, to demonstrate KMIP commitment to broad community of requirements. 

Bruce: want to be careful that we don’t just add things to the spec: want to have a proof point that 

says that what we add is necessary and sufficient. 

BobL: how much of this is in openPGP? 

Mike: all of it. OpenPGP defines the standard that defines key formats etc. Nothing here is 

proprietary to PGP. 



Judy: also trying to clarify what is meant by certs and asymmetric support. Finish the definition of 

a PGP certificate that was started in 1.1 

 

BobL: is what needed just attributes: 

MikeA: could manage the key relationship through links: would also show the relationship 

between certificate and PDP key. PGP keys are complicated: can contain metadata for X.509 certs.  

Would need to have different links, of different types. (parent/child/pgp links) 

- New link types 

- New object pgpuser id 

- New object adk 

- New object signature 

BobG: to what extent are these expressible in other objects etc that exist already.   

Tim: PGP id could be expressed as a name, but the rest are probably not 

Gordon: are there things that make these more general?  

Tim: anything like PGP that isn’t PGP that we could make these more general objects. Key 

hierarchy, key escrow, look up by name.  

Mike: a PGP user will want to do look up: find me this key. Need to get enough metadata to be able 

to accomplish that correctly: 

Tim: very similar by the cert use cases (look up by name: look up associated objects). 

Denis: when looking for a key, looking for the top key or the whole package? 

Mike: would want the whole package, the container. 

BobG next step to try to do the mapping, with a smaller group. 

Denis: might need the container. 

Tim: thinking of PKCS 12 containers would be similar. Manage it as a collection, rather than 

understanding what’s inside? 

Elaine: we don’t have parent/child currently.  

Tim:  suggest doing the 4 link types.  

Bob: need to represent the ADK 

Mike: it’s an attribute of the container. Need to think about whether want a link type that is a pgp 

key rather than a cert. Since a key can be related:  



Judy: need to clarify in the spec what is meant by PGP under cert. Maybe it shouldn’t be there at 

all. 

Tim: opaque link type. 

Denis: how is the lookup done? Wouldn’t it be useful to have a key type that would enable filtering 

Saikat: possible to do some kind of container, even if we don’t manage PGP keys? And can we 

abstract that kind of key? 

Denis: could attach attribute to container that helps to identify the key. 

Mike: would make sense if there are several kinds of opaque objects that you would find by name.  

Tim: could remove the requirement for unique name: would allow returning multiple objects with 

the same name but of different types. 

Mike: actually makes sense to have multiple types of keys associated with a single name. 

Denis: If looking up mypgpkey, only one thing comes back: object with link.  

Tim: if looking up keys in PGP with email address, will get multiple keys. 

AI: Mike/BobG/Judy: present proposal  for mapping PGP requirements into existing/new 

capabilities + Usage Guide section, including pgpuserid, ADK, object signature [ date tbd] (PGP 

use cases) 

 

AI: Mike/Tim: present proposal for new forward/back and parent/child link types [1 week] (PGP 

use cases) 

 

AI: Mike/Tim: investigate and possibly present proposal to remove requirement for unique name 

(date tbd) (PGP use cases) 

 

- Break -  

 

Schedule for V1.2 

 

BobG: initial discussion of schedule, based on draft  

Tim: product development is always in terms of time:  

Gordon: Just completed the V1.1 spec: generally desire to have a product that instantiates within 3 

or 6 months, so that keeping up with standard. To some extent, V1.1 standardized what was done. 

For V1.2, would like to see release cycle at the end of 2013, so that could have products 

demonstrated in the interop.  



Saikat: aligned with what is proposed: if we want to do announcement, would have to product 

development completed by end of 2013. 

Gordon:  servers have to be done before clients, to have something to test against.  

Tim: there may be an extra chunk of time for testing. 

Saikat: collectively, have become more expert in KMIP, should help us in narrowing down what 

we are targeting. 

Gordon: not only that train is leaving at a certain time, but also that there are features that are must 

haves for next release. The only ones at the moment are ownership of what server is master for 

keys/caching/escrow. Also some cases in the cloud that are necessary. A couple of key additions 

that will enable a lot of functionality (eg protect attribute).  

BobL: bringing in other groups would be helped by the profile re-work. Needs to include not only 

the messaging, but all the other pieces too. Have use cases that we can use to prove this out. 

BobG: think we’re in good shape in terms of cloud. 

Gordon: need to describe how to use in ways that are interoperable across different 

implementations for cloud. 

Tim: in going through the use cases, seeing that they are broader than the essentials: need to filter 

down to the essentials.  Can achieve 90% of what’s needed, but need to define the additional 10%  

Tim: target is to have products done by end of 2013. 

Tony: focus of interop is on KMIP, not on products: so we shouldn’t preclude engineering work as 

well. 

BobG: sounds like the approach and the schedule are about right.  

TimH: end of feb 2013 should be end of December:. 

Stan: client side will lag behind the server: server has to be there before the client has to commit. 

Might have to be a longer schedule for client? Don’t expect that a lot of clients would be at the 

same time as the servers, just because the product plans may not synch up. 

Tim: for some, they do go in synch: servers will need clients to test the servers against, for 

example. 

Stan: RSA show is certainly where servers would be announced: but clients (like storage) would be 

announced at other times (like SNW) 



Gordon: announcements may occur asynchronously: sensitive to criticisms, like when will real 

products be shipped. 

Tim: may need to have end-December as the date for start of public review 

BobG: consensus that the approach and timeline make sense. 

 

 

V1.2 Topics (mutability, attested get, etc) 

 

Discussion of Mutability of Objects – Bruce/Tim 

 

Bruce: need to formalize what a Get of a template returns. Could be a specified subset of the 

attributes. If view as an “immutable body”, at end of register, blob at end could include “body”. 

One can add/modify/delete attribute of the managed object, not the value of the managed object 

(that is, the attributes that the template contributes to objects that reference it).  Can be specified 

as a structure: however, makes it more complex than simply having the body being just the 

attributes that are contributed to an object referencing the template. 

Tim: The immutable body point of view means that Get should return the body (like gets returning 

value for other managed objects).  

Bruce: immutable and body are not used in the specification. Also, in template register as 

operation, the blob at the end is optional.  Spec does not make distinction between the template 

attributes and the bag of attributes. 

Tim: spec is not clear in this regard. 

Bruce: spec does talk about the interrelationship and precedence of templates and attribute 

specification. Conclusion was early binding was the model. 

Tim: spec doesn’t say that you’re not allowed to do late binding, which would cause 

interoperability problems. 

Bruce: Late binding causes problems in terms of complexity of processing.  Register without key 

material could support the HSM use case. Could also make it optional in the key wrapping. (right 

now, have to specify what the wrapping key is) 

Denis:  the whole managed key structure is optional, not the key value. 

Tim: would be useful to make the key value optional, generalizing to support more use cases:  

Bruce: discussion of immutability may be more contentious. 



Denis: Currently do not have mutable key values 

Tim: this is done by rekey.  

Elaine: would have to have some way of returning to old value.  

Tim: can do it with version numbers.  

Bruce: seems  odd to not allow modifications for client-set attributes, if you can do it for the other 

attributes. 

Tim: we should have consistency across the managed objects. 

Bruce: for key length, for example, is an immutable value. 

John: how do we want to use a template. Would ever want to change a template?  

Denis: would not want to be able to change the attributes that the template contributes to an object. 

Susan: wouldn’t also be used by a device?  

Bruce: how would the template initially be registered: 

Susan: might be don out of band 

Tim: for some vendors, templates are critically important: for others it is just a convenience. 

Bruce: immutability assumes that no change is needed to the template over time. 

Susan: original question of how templates are applied to objects. If it were a link, then 

immutability would be important: if not, then probably not. 

Bruce: thought about it in terms of not wanting to resolve at run-time. Instead, do it as pre-bind.  

Gordon: if template is mutable, then causes problems in the relationships. 

Tim: create would result in different keys when templates changes. 

John: consider the cases where templates are used as part of the instantiation of policy. For 

example, here’s the template for protecting personal information.  Would not want to go back to a 

version of policy: with pre-bind, have instantiated all the policies that were in effect when the 

object was instantiated.  

Tim: can be done by new template. 

Gordon: but would have different objects that are associated with the same template. 

Bruce: no difference between modify template or create template with same name. 



Tim: we’re using attribute in multiple contexts with different names.  

Bruce: would have to disambiguate between the template attributes and the body. 

Tim: would need to do this for wrapped key and any other managed object. 

Bruce: are there use cases for V1.2 where we want values/bodies to be mutable? 

John: would want to consider whether this might be needed for streaming: or some other 

mechanism. 

Tim: could also be done with offset? Issue with password and user led to defining as an attribute, 

not a value. 

Denis: want transient attribute to change. 

Tim: when you choose one model, then it’s clear how to do that. Prefer to go with consistency.  

Question is are values immutable.  

Tim: having mutable template is in conflict with what a managed object is.  

Stan: not necessarily ready to vote on the larger issue. 

Tim: details are a distraction: the larger issue is a mental model. 

BobG: we can either vote on the specific issue.  

Bruce: need to be sure that we have enough information to make sure we a good decision.  

AI: Bruce/Tin: in 2 weeks, come back to committee with additional information to either make a 

decision or to initiate a ballot to resolve. 

 

Usage limits – Bob Lockhart 

 

BobL: encryption and decrypt both need to be considered in usage limits. There is an area of the 

spec that says that usage limits are on encryption only. 

 

John: also the issue of whether should be specifiable on client basis. Use case where a server 

allows n+1 usages: one client has 2 and all others have just 1. 

 

Kiran: also important to the cloud, independently the clients don’t know what other clients are 

doing. A way for each of the clients can report back on what they have used. 

BobL: also wanted to have a return value that tells how much is remaining: also what a given client 

can do. 



Tim: already have the concept of how much is left of the whole: already have the concept of 

server-defined attributes. 

Kiran: if I can report that I’ve used 1000 bytes, server can coordinate. Currently clients have to 

keep checking for the attribute, looking at what’s been used. 

AI: Kiran/John/BobL: determine if client-specific attributes would be sufficient for the issue of 

allocation parts of a usage limit. 

AI: BobL: 1 week to bring discussion/proposal on both encrypt/decrypt and also the returning of 

usage to server 

AI: BobL): write proposal on supporting encrypt/decrypt in usage limits [2 weeks] 

 

AI: BobL/BobG]: write proposal for client-specific usage limits  and reporting back on what 

clients have used [date tbd]   

 

 

Remote attestation – Kelley Burgin 

 

 

Kelley: particular use case is having TPMs on client and before server returns an object it needs an 

attestation from client that system is as it’s expected to look. First missing piece is that on Get, 

can’t send the attestation info.  2, would like to know that the attestation is fresh: when clients 

requests key, gets a nonce that it includes in the hash to show currency.  Can be view either as 

4-pass profile or 2 2-pass profiles. 

Could instrument this as a request for random, as general request. Second part would be 

modification of Get or new operation of GET with attestation.  

 

Tim: GetRandom as a new operation: What algorithm to use? FIPS 186-2 OR ANSI X.9.63?? 

 

John: if had a batched request, could register the attestation, along with get request from the client.  

Elaine: additional information on characteristics of rng would also be needed.  

Tim: this is considered in the Get Random proposal. 

Elaine: generally want to know what security strength you get, etc. 

Tim: when specifying the algorithm, is it at higher level or detailed? Need to be able to classify 

what the random is, along as the strength of what comes out. 

Bruce: would need to be able to nail down the required capability.  

 



Tim: have generally not specified what’s required in terms of algorithm etc, but do require that 

what was used would be specified. 

Gordon: Protected secret case. Corresponding to the payment industry  

Saikat: also apply in the HSM case. 

AI: Bob/Kelley: addition to usage guide to specify how this would be done using get random for 

first part and register for second part. 

AI: Tim/John/BobG: create proposal for Get Random operation based on Crypto Profile: also 

write use case write-up [date tbd} (Storage/HSM use cases) 

 

 

Crypto profile – Tim H. 

 

TimH presents profile. 

Tim: Haven’t list hash and hashverify. 

Tim: started from a profile to understand what would be needed. For each, would define 

input/output and what would be needed.  

Bruce: do we also want to have wrapped date (here is information I want you to encrypt, but I’ll 

send it to you first) 

John: crypto parameters required? What about if the object itself has those parameters? 

Tim: included because that’s the usual approach in KMIP 

John: what takes precedence?  

Tim: this, but always up to the server to decide if it will do as the client asks. Indicates a more 

general problem of the client understanding what the server policy is. 

Mike: how would distinguish between different kinds of payloads, like smime block. 

Tim: would determine based on crypto parameters: would need to enhance them. 

Mike: would support things more complex than “this was encrypted with a single symmetric key”. 

In PGP world, can have nested encryption: also one part signed by one key, this part by another, 

etc. 

Tim: leads to question of container. Probably better to say “I:m passing in a pgp thing, and server 

understands what to do. 



Bruce: also issue of canonicalization (putting things in standard form) or does the server just sign 

and return without reviewing for canonicalization. 

Tim: in putting proposal together, doing core building blocks rather than higher-level , for example 

at PGP level. Simple block form. 

Saikat: brings up question of whether we want to do standards like XML signature. 

Tim: want to support at a layer out: not composite operations: should cover most use cases, but 

certainly not everything. 

Stan: how would you designate entropy quality?  

Subhash: does it represent input quality or output? 

Tim: represents output entropy quality: should reference NIST for this. 

Indra: when specifying the rng algorithm, may need to specify additional info: DRBG type 

(HASH_DRBG, HMAC_DRBG, CTR_DRBG, Dual_EC_DRBG). Can also specify optional 

inputs like a personalization string 

 

Tim: Yes, will add (FIPS 140-2 IG has the details) 

 

Bruce: when a key manager is generating a key: should it expose what rng and parameters it used 

to generate that key? 

 

Tim: needs to be added to RNG Retrieve. 

John: could one client seed that another client would get random from? 

Tim: would be prevented by server enforcement, not in protocol. 

Bruce: optionally uuid for RNG we would want the server to use? 

Tim: not introduced RNG managed object, just the type of RNG. 

John: might be useful in stream case: instantiate a stream and clients connect to that stream. 

Tim: in that case, how are multiple instances distinguished etc.  Could include an RNG name to 

address this. 

Bruce: probably want a link between seed and random. 

Tim: can do this in a batch. Note that seed is optional for server to use. 

John: server may want to ensure that there is no association between clients. 



Tim: may have different RNGs available: the particular instance is what could be expressed in the 

managed object. 

Bruce: with derive key we had binding to generation point and what would come out on the other 

side 

Tim: haven’t drawn on derived model, as seems to be in conflict with rest of KMIP. 

Bruce: in absence of some kind of linkage mechanism, hard to know if seed/random are associated. 

John: perhaps something to identify the instance of the RNG, created on the server side. 

Tim: could return a unique id that could optionally be provided in retrieve. 

John: as long as can seed with nothing as well: want the id in order to make sure that a stream is 

instantiated that you can get back to. (multiple clients want to share a stream) 

Tim: but might need to call destroy on it: so might need a managed object 

John: creating an identifiable instance of a random stream that multiple clients can attach to. 

Bruce: is locate needed for multiple clients.  

Saikat: in case a km is creating keys, do we have to expose what RNG used underneath? Or are we 

saying that a KM can leverage an external RNG? 

Tim: concept is to allow a client to leverage an RNG for its own purposes.  

Bruce: as key factory may not want to expose the RNG you’re using. 

Tim: no server is required to expose it.  

Denis: do want to support RNG functionality: have one RNG to use both for providing RNG and 

providing keys: is that prevented? 

John: use case that multiple clients able to consume the same stream. Identifier links the seeding to 

actually getting random. 

Bruce: if not wanting to support both models, could be decided by the server what to support. 

Peter: would need to provide state of stream. 

John: provided through the offset. 

Bruce: client requesting only verify for asymmetric would probably be common. 

Tim: need to make choice of where to put dsig algorithm or crypt algorithm. 



Denis: concern that cryptographic algorithm could contradict with what’s in the key: 

Tim: choice of the operation, not of the key: hence needs to be attribute, not key (or at least 

over-rideable as attribute that can override key) 

AI: Elaine/Tim enumeration of RNG algorithms 

AI: Tim: update proposal, including missing Hash and Hash verify operations 

 

 

Implications of Use Cases for V1.2 

 

 

Tim: issue in terms of things that have been specified but not implemented by vendors and/or test 

cases (eg derive and push). 

AI: Tim/BobG: identify possible things we should deprecate in V1.2 (date tbd) 

 

 

HSM implications – Denis / Saikat 

 

 

Gordon: there are a number of characteristics for HSM. Characteristics such as capacity, etc may 

be better for SNMP etc: 

Denis: still missing key format type? 

Tim: can get all the attributes about a key:  

Denis: also the question of value. If not available, should return an error. 

Tim: could be other things. How would you find out about what key has been used to wrap another 

key? 

Denis: one alternative would be to return everything through attributes. When returning a get, do 

you return object, value. 

Bruce: Get is underspecified.  

John: how would you know the value exists?  

Tim: currently no way: would need a mechanism for reference. 

Denis: would be an attribute of an entity associated with a partition.   

Tim: belongs as attribute of key “created over there”. 

John: can we agree on a way of specifying “not here” 



Tim: could have “key not registered here” or “key not have value”. Would be adequate for V1.2 to 

make key value optional, and provide attribute to say Key not here. 

Denis: crypto domain parameters need to be part of register:  

Tim: Should go into the key block. 

Denis: also need to include the enumerations for additional curves. 

AI: Denis: define additional list of ECC algorithms and other enumerations (including RNGs) 

(date tbd) 

 

AI: Denis/John: create proposal for key value in key block as optional and new “not here” attribute 

[3 weeks] (HSM and stream use cases) 

 

AI: Denis/BobL): write proposal for crypto-domain parameters in key block [date tbd] (HSM use 

cases) 

 

AI: Denis/BobG: write new Usage Guide section on how to do Metadata-only object  [date tbd] 

(HSM use cases) 

 

AI: Saikat/Denis: investigate and report back to TC on key versioning options (date tbd) 

 

 

Client registration implications – Stan F. 

 

tenant registration 

VM register with tenant-id and tenants credentials (member of tenant collection) 

 

no initial credentials or no link level credentials 

 

Sun has a registration protocol with an "out of band" "super secure" initialization seed which is 

then used to establish further trust 

 

Stan: there may be some mechanisms in use that we could already take advantage of.  Use cases 

include the storage use cases, including both manual and automatic: also true for cloud that there 

are both manual and automated. Also HSM cases  

Tim: also support the idea of using what we have in KMIP already.  

Denis: for manual, have to include manually importing certs that are created elsewhere. When you 

have the idea of queuing up requests and automatically approving them later. 

Tim: bootstrap is separate from building on top of existing trust: building security on what you 

know already. 



BobG: pending is separate dimension from manual/automated. 

Saikat: if km is managing 10 or 20 devices, then don’t mind doing manual: but if even more, then 

automated critical.  Also complicated by the physical distance between the location of the key 

manager and the clients. 

Stan: manual and auto really has to deal with transmission of registration package. Might get 

everything set up automatically, but might have registration at the end.  

Gordon: approaches to registration: 1) prepopulation of certificates, especially as bootstrap certs 

(control in mfg process) can establish tls session; 2) device presents device credential, can then 

propagate shared secret: can do this with existing functionality, need profile and usage guide) 

Denis: trust either the signed of cert or the dev credential. 

Gordon: trust is in 2 parts: the channel establishes initial trust (right to connect): then the 

credentials (assertion of identity) that come across are accepted manual/automated/pending.  Or 

when the request comes in, put in pending queue, but require cross-certify: need to describe what is 

being captured. 

Bob: is this also the cloud case for the virtual machines:  

Gordon: third registration case is tenant case. Two stage process: 1) establish credentials and get 

key material and use that for subsequence: now have tenant or collection that can contain 

devices/vms etc: 2) each of the subordinate vms or devices (tenants) come and get registered with 

the tenant identifier and with the shared secret, presented to prove that they are valid: the server 

can then make acl decision to determine whether the vm should be allowed to run based on issues 

like whether the ip range is good.  The grouping is for purposes of registration. 

Denis: point is that we trust the entire the collection. 

Gordon: think of cloud use case, eg Pepsi using Amazon.  

Denis: what command would trigger credential establishment.  

Gordon: per-tenant, can have policy that determines whether automatic or manual or pending is 

required.  Would need the indication of definitive master for particular tenant.  

Bruce: currently  done in IBM solution: uses device group plus device credential 

BobG: sounds like we have what we need: just have to write up how this works. 

Stan: the other model is when there is not link-level credential. 

Susan: there is an admin who can act as the  



Gordon: what may be needed is in the Query, do I support the device credential  

Tim: would need to have new operation for exchange of composite nonces  

May not need to have the nonce exchange be on TLS, even though TLS is established at the end. 

Gordon: need the tenant group as a first-class object.  Right now create devices outside of KMIP: 

can’t establish the grouping in KMIP 

Bruce: have device location embedded in the request header. 

Denis: is there a registration path that includes pre-existing credentials.  Need to re 

John: would be useful for clients to be able to identify other clients.  Could be done with a group 

managed object.  

Gordon: also use case when you want to disable one client: or forensics case when you want to 

clear up instantiation of the individual VM but not allow tenant access 

 

 

Cloud and storage use case implications – Bob/Gordon 

BobG: Use cases in cloud/storage that KMIP should support: master:  wrapping and escrow: 

proving crypto erasure. 

Gordon: regarding mastership of keys, assumptions to make it implementable: most financial 

institutions don’t want to have multi-master. So transactional semantics in KMIP should be 

non-goal. But they do require replication of key material for purposes of disaster recovery and 

sharing: but want to know where the definitive master is for key material. 

Bruce: is this a characteristic of the key itself or of the server that has the key. 

Gordon: it’s a property of the key collection. All objects of a given tenant have a single master. 

Meaning is which km is allowed to update meta-data, deleting key.   

Bruce: what does it mean to have a copy? Does the get on a key result in a key not being master? 

Gordon: purpose would be so that a referral address could be specified. Could choose whether 

using a proxy or referral model: referral mechanism is stronger from a security mechanism, as 

proxy could open up mitm attacks.  

Tim: however, referral means that you’re trusting both the referral and the km returning the real 

master. 



Gordon: workload entrusted to CSP: CSP doesn’t normally have copy of the key, but willing to 

provide a cached copy for some period of time. Makes sense where there is tape media being sent 

to another site, want to allow decrypt but not encrypt.  

Bruce: could be accomplished with derive, with more limited key usage. 

Tim: relies on the cryptographic device respecting what’s specified in the metadata. Not supported 

by hardware.  

Gordon: it has come up for CSPs with shared infrastructure: I don’t have that key.  Also don’t 

have the  attribute that says where it is. 

John: also the use case for caching keys, where value is required. 

Gordon: wrapping keys: specific use case using asymmetric key pairs to protect symmetric keys. If 

KM knew that symmetric key was wrapped by specific asymmetric key, would improve 

interoperability.  

Tim: we don’t have profiles and test cases for this. Can already do this? 

Bruce: describes how to unwrap the key: is the use case “store it wrapped” or “unwrap to store”. 

Want server to understand all the relationships. 

Gordon: if FBI comes in with requirement to read that data, want to be able to recognize the 

mechanism in so that some other vendor could unwrap. Other use case is needing to store wrapped 

keys, with the legal dept public key wrapping for later reading.  Also use case of dr service that 

needs to be unwrap keys. 

Tim: when backing up keys, HSMs used wrapped keys.  

Bruce: sending in a key doubly wrapped is problematic 

Gordon: Key erasure issue. we provide deactivate, destroy and archive.  Is some other operation 

needed that says “destroy in all your copies” and/or “physical shred”. There are cases in which key 

is on the media: there are others where the key is not on the media and could have been propagated, 

backed  up etc.  So can’t prove to judge that the key has been deleted.  

Saikat: HSM can be used to accomplish this use case. 

Tim: any HSM supporting clustering/backup has issue of keys that left HSM: but in practice can 

manage the guarantee that key did not leave.  

Gordon: can be done through the model if key is on the media.  

Denis: anyone interested in versioning keys: instrumented in some products this way. 



Bruce: had discussed this in terms of link 

Tim: property of requiring traversing link tree to get to earlier version. 

Gordon: concern about the potential for data loss with change of value without change of 

metadata. 

John: already have this to some degree with rekey: except it’s the name the stays the same. 

Saikat: may need to think through the key rotation implications for KMIP. 

AI: Gordon/Bob/Bruce/Judy: specify flow and test cases for asymmetric key wrapping of 

symmetric keys [date tbd) 

 

AI: Gordon/Bruce: write key wrapping up to see if attributes are missing etc. 

AI: Gordon/BobG: determine whether to document the key escrow use case (date tbd) (storage) 

 

AI: Bob/Gordon: investigate and return to committee on proving key-based erasure (date tbd) 

(storage, cloud) 

 

Implications of Stream Use Cases– John L. 

John: pretty close with existing mechanisms or proposed changes. Haven’t talked about 

optimizing the payload if rapid delivery.  

John: question of having to use TLS as the transport. If delivering a random stream, does it make 

sense to have 128-bit key protect much stronger entropy or key material. Can we instead trust the 

physical eni9vonrment. 

John: if not passing certs, would need to describe how you establish identities etc. 

AI: John/Bob: write profile for stream 

 

AI: JohnL: investigate and report back to TC on whether enhancements to notify/put are needed 

(date tbd) (stream) 

 

AI: John:  investigate and report back to TC on group managed object in order to enable clients to 

identify other clients. (date tbd) (Stream) 

 

Adjourn 

Tim H moves that we adjourn: Mike A. seconds. Hearing no objections or abstentions, Day 2 

meeting is adjourned at 4:00 pm EDT. 



 

Informal KMIP TC meeting to discuss SNIA Testbed - Gordon 

Attendees: 

- James Rigger: conformance testing program manager 

- Dee Schur 

- Greg Loss: contractor working for SNIA 

- Dave Tiel: contractor working for SNIA 

Gordon introduces current status of SNIP testbed for KMIP.  

Gordon: currently doing call every Wednesday at 4pm 

Gordon: for announcement, need to have the agreement OASIS/SNIA to be signed: testing can 

begin without that. 

Tony: what constitutes passing?  

Gordon: the test results will be documented, rather than having a pass/fail. 

Saikat: when will tests start? 

Gordon: lab available within the next month. 

James: have a rack there: would set up vLan, set up firewall rules, etc.  Not intention to put in stuff 

and leave it at that: prefer not to risk having problems later. 

Saikat: are test cases defined already? 

Tim: not yet. Need to have them match actual usage.  

(BobG: assist in the storage client profile). 

Gordon: mapping profiles to real products will be critical. 

BobG: can we use real equipment for clients. 

James: much of the vendor equipment is in place already. 

James: one of the purposes of the SNIA staffing is to act as referees, doing the analysis: will be 

careful about making sure that permission is there to post the results. 

Gordon: joining under SSIF means that signing SNIA IP policy is not required. 



Dee: SSIF vs SNIA are different? 

Gordon: SSIF is like a committee in SNIA: not a technical working group: as a forum does not 

have IP policy requirements. 

Dee: model is cost recovery? 

Gordon: there are costs involved, so fees are intended to recover costs. 

Saikat: what is the duration for the server testing? And for client testing? 

Tim: when server is shipped in, initial tests are run against the profiles the server supports: the 

server vendor can choose whether to publish the results. 

Tim: server vendor will have to define how clients get added, as this is done by the SNIA staff. 

Saikat: how do we maintain the balance in maintaining the hardware and maintaining impartiality 

of the results. 

Tim: 2 models have been discussed: server has no idea of who is testing: or server has some 

visibility into how is testing. 

James: would prefer to have the client and server set up. 

Tim: already do a lot of testing that is point to point and in confidentiality. 

Tony: this is focused on certification, rather than functional testing.  

Saikat: what does “tests privately” mean? 

Gordon: this would enable the client to fix problems, before running the test with recorded results. 

Saikat: what about when a client has implemented against a particular server? Issue might be the 

resource needed to help in running the test? Can company claim they interoperate? 

Gordon: companies will quickly figure out that a claim of interoperability is weak if not supported 

by this testing. 

Saikat: will the 2 month period be sufficient to get a client working with all the vendors? 

Tony: we should sort that out in our interop work, so this is not (less) of a risk for clients. 

BobG: what about the clients who want a profile that we haven’t specified and tested against? We 

would need to get the client to work with us (inside or outside the committee) to define the profile 

and test cases. 

Bruce: this is the first step in interoperability demonstration/visibility. 



BobG: this will be important as a way to answer the question of “who supports KMIP” 

End of informal meeting at 5:00 pm EDT. 

 

 


